
Wireless Nurse Call

A History of Innovation
RF Technologies® is a leading provider of radio frequency identification (RFID) 
and real-time locating system (RTLS) safety and security solutions. Our 
sole focus is to develop solutions that keep people safe in the healthcare, 
hospitality and education markets in facilities throughout the U.S.

Our comprehensive and customizable solutions include more than 10,000 
installations, as well as industry-leading brands such as:

	n CODE ALERT® Senior Living Solutions
	n SAFE PLACE® Patient Security Solutions
	n SENSATEC® Fall Management Solutions
	n HELP ALERT® Wireless Panic Alert System
	n EXACTRACK® Equipment Location System
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Our commitment to resident safety
If you or your loved one needs assistance, you want to have the assurance and  
confidence that help is on the way with the touch of a button or the pull of a cord.  
That’s why this community has installed the CODE ALERT® Quick Response® 
Wireless Call Solution from RF Technologies.

	n Added safety: residents can call for assistance 
from anywhere, indoors and outdoors*

	n Peace of mind: resident calls will alarm until reset at the 
device, ensuring every call gets a response

	n Pendants are water-resistant for use in the shower†

How does it work?
Need Help? If residents need 
help, they can simply activate 
a call device by pushing a 
button or pulling a cord.   

Your Call is Heard: Our 
equipment receives, or 
“hears,” the call, which 
determines the resident’s 
location and sends that data 
to caregivers. 

Your Call is Received: Within 
seconds, caregivers receive 
the alert through pagers, 
computers and phones.

*Depending on system configuration. †Do not submerge.

Multiple Call Options 
A variety of easy-to-use call devices 
may be available in your community: 

Pendant

Call Cord

Push Button

 Pull CordWhy a wireless call system?
A call system helps maintain 
or increase independence and 
mobility, while still providing the 
protection you or your loved one 
needs. 

Will the system interfere with 
other electronic devices? 
The system will not interfere with  
Wi-Fi, TVs, cell phones or 
pacemakers. 

What if a device isn’t working 
properly? 
The system will send an alert to 
caregivers if there is a device 
failure or low battery. 

Do pendants and other 
devices track residents’ 
movement? 
No. None of the devices track a 
resident’s every move. A device’s 
location is reported to caregivers 
only when it is activated.

Dedicated to keeping people safe
An in-house group of experts dedicates their time exclusively to providing the latest 
in RFID and RTLS security and technology to help protect staff, patients, teachers, 
students and guests, and enhance staff and facility workflow.

	n Engineering: Reliable products enhance safety and reduce liability
	n Technical Support: 24/7 phone assistance 
	n Education: Focus more on care instead of learning a complex system
	n Service: Nationwide teams deliver onsite support for peak performance


